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ABSTRACT

The COmetary Secondary Ion Mass Analyser instrument on board ESA!s Rosetta mission has collected dust
particles in the coma of comet 67P/Churyumov–Gerasimenko. During the early-orbit phase of the Rosetta mission,
particles and particle agglomerates have been imaged and analyzed in the inner coma at distances between 100 km
and 10 km off the cometary nucleus and at more than 3 AU from the Sun. We identi!ed 585 particles of more than
14 !m in size. The particles are collected at low impact speeds and constitute a sample of the dust particles in the
inner coma impacting and fragmenting on the targets. The sizes of the particles range from 14 !m up to sub-
millimeter sizes and the differential dust "ux size distribution is !tted with a power law exponent of !3.1. After
impact, the larger particles tend to stick together, spread out or consist of single or a group of clumps, and the
"occulent morphology of the fragmented particles is revealed. The elemental composition of the dust particles is
heterogeneous and the particles could contain typical silicates like olivine and pyroxenes, as well as iron sul!des.
The sodium to iron elemental ratio is enriched with regard to abundances in CI carbonaceous chondrites by a factor
from !1.5 to !15. No clear evidence for organic matter has been identi!ed. The composition and morphology of
the collected dust particles appear to be similar to that of interplanetary dust particles.

Key words: comets: general – comets: individual (67P/Churyumov–Gerasimenko) – space vehicles: instruments

1. INTRODUCTION

The COmetary Secondary Ion Mass Analyzer (COSIMA)
dust particle instrument onboard ESA mission Rosetta to comet
67P/Churyumov–Gerasimenko (hereafter 67P) exposed its !rst
target assembly for collection of cometary dust particles at a
distance of about 100 km from the nucleus on 2014 August 11.
While the Rosetta spacecraft (Glassmeier et al. 2007) was
steered closer to about 10 km off the nucleus center, the comet

continued its journey into the inner solar system, from about
3.6–3.1 AU. COSIMA sequentially exposed and imaged the
same target assembly on a weekly basis. Starting in early
September, COSIMA analyzed particles with its time-of-"ight
secondary ion mass spectrometer.

2. PARTICLE MORPHOLOGY

COSIMA collected cometary dust particles on three porous
gold targets, each 10 mm! 10 mm in size and exposed
simultaneously within a !eld of view of 15°! 23° as described
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by Kissel et al. (2007). COSIMA images the collected dust
particles by means of an optical microscope (COSISCOPE). It
uses two LEDs for grazing incidence illumination sequentially
from left and right sides at incident angles ranging from 5° to
15°. The dust particles are identi!ed by light scattered by the
side facing the LED against the deep black (re"ectivity!<3%)
background of the porous gold. The cast shadow provides
information on the height of the particle. COSISCOPE can
identify grains as small as its pixel size of 14 !m. Identi!ed
particles are named for individual tracking and bookkeeping.

A selection of particles representing various particle types
and fragmentation morphologies is shown in Figure 1(a). The
particle morphologies after collection by impact are a function
of the initial particle inherent material strength and impact
velocity (Güttler et al. 2010; Hornung et al. 2014).!The
observed morphologies range from compact aggregates to
rubble piles and cluster agglomerates. The particle images
obtained with sub-pixel sampling (composites of four images
obtained by moving the target in a square of 7 !m! 7 !m) hint
to dust particle substructures below the nominal resolution limit
of 14 !m. The observed particle patterns are classi!ed in !ve
categories: cluster agglomerates are the numerous small
particles, a few tens of micrometers across, for which their
sub-structure, damage or fragmentation patterns cannot be
resolved, such as Anais, Francois, or Nicolas. Rubble piles tend
to stick together after impact and the "occulent morphology of
the fragmented particles is revealed, such as Boris, Donia,
Felix, and Hanna. Shattered cluster agglomerates spread out on
impact like a pancake and do not cast a long shadow, such as
Alina. Glued cluster agglomerates consist of larger and smaller
clumps, potentially including several holes or pits, such as
Johannes. For the particles with imprints on the target larger
than 100 !m, the ones classi!ed as rubble piles are the
dominating particle type with four detections, followed by
shattered cluster, glued cluster and compact with one detection
each. The particle fragment differential size distributions after
impact can be !tted with power law exponents between !3.5

and !1.5, the spread being due to the distributions of impact
velocities and particle material strengths (Sator et al. 2008).
Images with both left and right illuminations added up by

linear digital image processing are shown in Figure 1(b) for the
larger particles Hanna, Donia, Johannes, and Andrzej. Andrzej
is representative of the compact particle class, which may have
split on impact but does not show a fragmentation pattern such
as Hanna or Johannes. For Andrzej and Johannes, the non-
fragmented parts show visible substructures and porosity.

3. PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION AND PARTICLE
FLUX IN THE INNER COMA

The Rosetta spacecraft was pointing most of the time toward
the center of the nucleus of 67P, with less than 5° off-pointing.
Starting in early September, COSIMA analyzed identi!ed
particles with its time-of-"ight secondary ion mass spectro-
meter. Intervals of up to two days were devoted to chemical
analysis, and no dust was collected as no target assembly was
exposed during that time. The average dust "ux observed by
COSIMA during each of the 11 exposures (each with an
effective duration of 5–7 days) was evaluated from the number
of additional particles identi!ed on the images after the
exposure when compared to the images before exposure.
The particle "ux observed in the inner coma is shown in

Figure 2. The particles sizes range from 15 to 225 !m
equivalent diameter s, de!ned as the diameter of a circle
covering the same area as derived from the measured area
covered by a particle or particle cluster. The particle differential
size distribution N(s) ds!!!s! a ds is !tted by a mean power law
exponent a of !3.1, within a range of !3.7 and !1.4
(Figure 2(a)).
The dust particle "ux in the 15–225 !m size range versus

comet distance is derived from the COSISCOPE sequential
imaging time sequences binned for comet nucleus distance of
Rosetta. The particle "ux is a function of comet rotation,
activity, spacecraft pointing, phase angle, distance to comet
nucleus dc, and distance to the Sun DS. The observed particle

Figure 1. (a) Optical images taken by COSISCOPE of cometary particles after impacting on COSIMA gold black targets. All particles are given individual names.
Grazing incidence illumination is from the left side except for Anais and the height of the particles above the target is proportional to shadows cast on the black gold
target. (b) Composites of optical images obtained with left and right illumination showing the full extent of a large compact particle (Andrzej) and rubble pile and
cluster agglomerates (Hanna, Donia, and Johannes).
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"ux increases as Rosetta draws nearer to 67P and closer to the
Sun, with one outlier at a distance of ! 75 km from the comet
(Figure 2(b)). The particle "ux is decreasing as
D dS

5.08
c
0.98 0.27* , with the DS exponent as derived by

Agarwal et al. (2007) and the dc dependence !tted by a power
law function. The observed "ux decreases with increasing
nucleus and solar distance. The outlier with high dust "ux at
dc= 75 km off the nucleus might be explained by particle
fragmentation close to the Rosetta spacecraft, generating a
close-by dust particle source (Fulle et al. 2015).

4. TOF-SIMS ANALYSIS AND COMPOSITION
OF DUST PARTICLES

The dust particle analysis is carried out by time-of-"ight
secondary ion mass spectrometry (TOF-SIMS), a technique
dedicated to analyze the outermost surface layer of a solid
sample. The mass resolution m/!m of COSIMA is about 1400
at half peak maximum at m/z= 100 u, thus allowing distin-
guishing elements from organic molecules around the same
integer mass for m/z< 100 u. The footprint of the primary ion
beam is 35! 50 !m2 (full width at half maximum), therefore,
depending on the size of the sampled location, individual mass
spectra could contain secondary ions from the cometary
particle, the target surface, or both. Mass spectra are normal-
ized to hydrogen and spectra taken outside the particles on the
target background are subtracted to remove the contribution of
the secondary ions originating from the Au target within the
primary ion beam footprint.

After collection on the targets, the particles can be physically
altered during TOF-SIMS analysis: particles or parts of them
can be lifted by electrostatic forces induced by the applied
electric !eld of up to 1.5 kVmm!1 (Kok & Renno 2006). An
example is shown in Figure 3(a) for Donia. In the !rst image
taken after the particle collection, particle Donia casts two
signi!cant shadows of 240 and 440 !m length, indicating

particle heights of 30 and 60 !m. After the !rst TOF-SIMS
measurements the long shadow was not visible anymore and
the part of the particle casting it was lost during the analysis.
The other shadow shrank by 40 !m, and, after the second set of
TOF-SIMS analyses, the particle elevation was reduced even
further to !20 !m.
The surfaces of the particles exposed to the TOF-SIMS

primary ion beam are freshly broken on impact on the
COSIMA collection targets. For particle Donia, the statistically
most signi!cant peaks in the TOF-SIMS spectra in the low
mass range are at m/z= 22.99 u, Na+; 73.05 u, Si(CH3)3 a
polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) cation which is a target surface
contaminant; and 114.90 u, In+, the primary ion. Rock forming
elements such as Mg and Fe are also present in particle Donia
(Figure 3(b)). In the higher mass range, an organic compound
is detected at m/z= 228.25 u which is not related to PDMS.
The particle position from the optical image coincides with
maximum positive secondary ion intensity for Na+, Mg+, and
Fe+, and minimum ion intensities for PDMS, Au+, and the
organic mass peak at m/z= 228.25 u (Figure 3(c)). Detection of
enhanced Na+ signal as a tracer for cometary particles collected
by COSIMA has been reported by Schulz et al. (2015).
The element abundances for nine analyzed particles are

shown in Figure 4, normalized to Fe and to the abundances in
CI carbonaceous chondrites according to Lodders (2010). One
further analyzed particle, Anais, does not contain a detectable
amount of Fe and is not included in Figure 4. The Fe
normalization was used due to the uncertainty in the ion counts
for Si+ that could contain a contribution from PDMS even after
background subtraction. Quanti!cation was made using the
relative sensitivity factors determined by analysis of series of
relevant minerals by the reference model of COSIMA (Krüger
et al. 2015). The composition of the ten particles analyzed is
not related to the particle size or morphology after impact. For
the analyzed particles, three main groups can be de!ned so far:

Figure 2. (a) Differential size distribution of the dust particle "ux collected during the time interval 2014 August 11 to October 24 on the COSIMA gold targets. Size
bins of 10 !m refer to the particle equivalent diameter as derived from the COSIMA microscope images from the area covered by single particles and particle clusters.
The dashed line indicates the best power law !t with an index of !3.1. (b) Particle "uxes plotted vs. the spacecraft distance to the nucleus. The respective solar
distance is indicated on the upper X-axis. The particle equivalent diameters are between 15 and 225 !m. The dashed line indicates the power law !t. The "ux errors
refer to 95% con!dence levels and the bars indicate the nucleus distance intervals.
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Alina and Nicolas contain only Na, Si, and Fe. Boris, Donia,
Felix, François, Hanna, and Johannes contain Na, Mg, Si, and
Fe, with additional Ca for Donia. Anais and Kathrin are outliers

—Anais contains Na, Mg, Si, and Ca (no Fe), Kathrin contains
Na, Mg, Al, Si, Ca, Mn, and Fe.
For all particles, the Na/Fe ratio is enriched with regard to

CI by a factor from !1.5 to !15. Na is correlated to Mg and Fe,
but not to Si. The host phase of Na is still unidenti!ed, but our
results do not support Na being present in 67P in the form of a
silicate. For Mg-bearing particles, the Mg/Fe elemental ratio
varies between !0.2 and !0.5. These particles could contain
typical silicates like olivine and pyroxenes, as well as iron
sul!des. The systematic overabundance of Fe with regard to CI
abundance (Mg/Fe (CI)= 1.18) may be explained by a larger
abundance of iron sul!des in 67P than in CI material. This is
particularly clear for Alina and Nicolas, which do not contain
Mg, and could be dominated by iron sul!des. On the other
hand, Anais contains no Fe, has an atomic Ca/Mg ratio !2 and
could be made of Mg and Ca-rich silicates. Kathrin shows a
complex composition, with both Al and Ca enrichment, as well
as extreme Mn/Fe ratio (Mn/Fe! 70! CI). This particle
could contain refractory compounds explaining the elevated
atomic ratios Ca/Mg! 0.5 and Al/Mg! 2.5. The Mn enrich-
ment could possibly be explained by the presence of
Brownleeite (MnSi), a mineral recently discovered in an
interplanetary dust particle (IDP) of possible cometary origin
(Nakamura-Messenger et al. 2010).
The organic ion mass peak at m/z= 228.25 u correlates with

the mass peaks at m/z= 18.04 u, 30.04 u, 44.05 u, 58.07 u,
113.11 u, 155.15 u, 182.19 u, 214.24 u, 228.25 u, 242.27 u, and

Figure 3. Optical images and time-of-"ight secondary ion mass spectrometry (TOF-SIMS) spectra and distribution images of particle Donia. (a) Images taken before
and after two TOF-SIMS analyses applying high electric !elds perpendicular to the target. Top left image shows the particle after collection, middle one after the !rst
and the bottom one after the second measurement sequence. Particle Donia lost elevated parts as a consequence of the TOF-SIMS analysis as indicated by the length of
the particle cast shadows. The panels to the right show the footprints of the two sequential SIMS matrix scans. (b) TOF-SIMS mass spectra of the particle and of the
Au-target are shown in the lower left panels. (c) Color coded elemental x–y maps derived from the TOF-SIMS spectra for Na+, Mg+, and Fe+, as well as
m/z = 73.05 u (PDMS), Au+, and m/z = 228.25 u.

Figure 4. Relative elemental abundance, normalized to Fe and CI abundance.
Na and Si are enriched in all particles and Al and Mn for one particle, Kathrin,
compared to CI elemental abundance (Lodders 2010). Mg is depleted in all
particles. The error stated refers to 95% con!dence level for the statistical error,
30% assumed systematic error of TOF-SIMS calibration, and takes into
account the uncertainty related to the relative sensitivity factors used for
quanti!cation (Krüger et al. 2015). For comparison, the Stardust results from
comet 81P/Wild cometary particle analysis are shown (Ishii et al. 2008;
Lanzirotti et al. 2008; Leroux et al. 2008; Stephan 2008; Stephan et al. 2008;
Brownlee 2014).
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256.28 u. The series of mass peaks m/z= 214.24 u to 256.28 u
is correlated with low mass peak series 18.04 u to 58.07 u
indicating that these peaks could originate from compounds
that contain amine functional groups. The mass difference
pattern of 14.02 u (CH2) is consistent with aliphatic amine. The
high mass defect for the series of peak points toward highly
saturated compounds. Despite a good mass match at
m/z= 155.15 u with methylated hexamethylenetetramine [Me-
HMT + H]+, a molecule often considered as a signature of UV
and thermal processing of icy mixture simulating in the
laboratory interstellar and cometary ice chemistry (Muñoz Caro
et al. 2004; Vinogradoff et al. 2013), the lack of correlation
with the expected ion fragments at m/z= 42.03 u (C2H4N

+)
rules out this assignment (Le Roy et al. 2015). So far a
cometary origin of all of these peaks is doubtful as those peaks
are also detected in mass spectra taken before the !rst exposure
of the targets.

5. DISCUSSION

The particle morphologies and the diversity in morphology
of the collected particles and particle fragments shown in
Figure 1 point toward highly heterogeneous families of
particles. These are reminiscent of cosmic dust particles
collected on Earth: stratospheric IDPs collected by NASA
(Bradley 2014; Stodolna et al. 2014) and micrometeorites
collected in polar snow (Duprat et al. 2007; Dobrica et al.
2009). The compact particles could be related to the “terminal
particles,” which survived impact at 6 km s!1 in the Stardust
aerogel targets (Brownlee et al. 2006), or they are more similar
in morphology and inner structure to the other identi!ed
particle classes, but have impacted with a lower velocity, and
therefore, no apparent fragmentation could be identi!ed in the
COSICOPE images.

The particle "ux size distribution with a mean power law
exponent of !3.1 is a bit steeper than observed by the Rosetta
dust detector GIADA for larger particle sizes while the lack of
observation of craters implies particle impact
speeds<50 m s!1, compatible with speeds<10 m s!1 as deter-
mined by GIADA (Rotundi et al. 2015). The difference for the
size distribution functions might be due to the particle "ux of
the smaller particles detected only by COSIMA and the
observed COSIMA particle "ux size distribution might be
better !tted with a more complex size frequency distribution:
steeper for the small and shallower for larger particles. The
mean particle size distributions observed in the dust tails being
steeper than in the coma would be in line with this
interpretation if the small particles observed next to the comet
would be the source population of small particles observed
remotely in the dust tail (Fulle et al. 2004; Tuzzolino
et al. 2004).

The power law exponent !tted for the dependence of the
particle "ux on the nucleus distance dc indicates a linear
decrease of the dust "ux of particles with respect to the comet
distance during Rosetta!s close approach to the nucleus. A
possible explanation would be the continuous fragmentation of
large parent dust particles (Clark 2004). These travel off the
nucleus with their "ux decreasing with dc

2. Integration of such
an extended “parent” dust source would result in a linear
decrease of the particle "ux observed by COSIMA for particles
with constant velocity. But the observed particle velocity is
increasing with the nucleus distance (Della Corte et al. 2015),
giving rise to an increased particle "ux due to higher particle

velocity and not higher particle density. Even very close to the
comet nucleus, COSIMA collected small particles and no size
threshold is observed in the "ux of particles ejected off 67P!s
surface. Models by Skorov & Blum (2012) and Blum et al.
(2015) predict a minimum and maximum particle size for the
particle ejection off the dust mantle driven by water
sublimation. COSIMA observations are in accordance with
these models if the small particles are lifted off with the large
particles and travel faster than these, as they pass through the
acceleration region.
The elemental composition of the dust particles is hetero-

geneous as it has been described for 1P/Halley based on the
Giotto and Vega mission data (Kissel et al. 1986a, 1986b;
Langevin et al. 1987; Jessberger et al. 1988). With the possible
exception of elevated Na contents, the elementary composition
of 67P-CG particles is broadly compatible with the inorganic
compositions of ultracarbonaceous Antarctic micrometeorites
(UCAMMs, Dobrica et al. 2012), carbonaceous chondrites, and
Wild 2 samples returned by the Stardust mission (Flynn
et al. 2006; Zolensky et al. 2006; Frank et al. 2014).
The cometary particles collected and measured until 2014

October 24, do not display clear signatures of cometary organic
material in the TOF-SIMS analysis. This could be due to the
presence of macromolecular organic material that have a very
weak signature in TOF-SIMS spectra. The organic molecules
could therefore be similar to macromolecular insoluble organic
matter as extracted from carbonaceous meteorites (Cody &
Alexander 2005; Derenne & Robert 2010), or making up the
bulk of UCAMMs (Duprat et al. 2010; Dartois et al. 2013), or
resembling some irradiated ice laboratory analogs like hydro-
genated amorphous carbons (Jenniskens et al. 1993; Dartois &
Muñoz Caro 2007). No sign of small organic molecules such as
amino acids, nucleobases, carboxylic acid, hydrocarbons
(aliphatic or aromatics), like observed in the soluble fraction
extracted from carbonaceous meteorites or Stardust mission
(Botta & Bada 2002; De Gregorio et al. 2011), were observed
so far.
Both the textures of particles collected at low impact speeds

and the compositions of 67P particles analyzed by COSIMA
suggest a link with extraterrestrial dust particles collected on
Earth such as IDPs and micrometeorites.
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